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How to get from Southend to
London
Comparison of transport means from
Southend Airport (SEN) to London
Southend Airport, officially known as London Southend Airport, is an international airport
located in Rochford, Essex, England. It is located approximately 65 kilometers (41 miles)
east of Central London. The name "Southend" comes from the Old English words "sūþ"
(south) and "ende" (end), referring to its location as the southernmost point of the region.
The airport has a long history dating back to the early 20th century. It was established in
1914 as a military airfield during World War I. In the 1960s, commercial passenger services
began, and the airport saw expansions and upgrades over the years. However, it wasn't until
the 2000s that significant changes were undertaken to turn it into a modern international
airport.

Passenger traffic at Southend Airport has varied over the years, depending also on
economic conditions, airline operations, and other factors. In recent years, it has served
hundreds of thousands of passengers every year. Southend Airport has been used by a
range of airlines, both full-service and low-cost carriers. Some of the most important ones
that have operated flights from Southend include easyJet, Ryanair, and Wizz Air. Southend
is significantly smaller than the other major London airports like Heathrow, Gatwick, and
Stansted. The airport often markets itself as a more convenient alternative, with shorter
check-in and security lines, making it attractive to passengers seeking a smoother travel
experience.

Compared to Heathrow and Gatwick, Southend may offer a more limited range of
international destinations, but has a significant number of regional flights and connections to
smaller destinations. While it's closer to Central London than some other airports, it might
not offer the same connectivity and convenience as the larger airports in terms of
transportation options.

Upon a traveler's arrival at the airport, their first concern often is about the most efficient way
to get from Southend to London city center, trying to minimize any potential stress. Among
the choices, such as from buses to trains, the majority of passengers prefer the most
convenient one, that is the Southend Airport Taxi service. The booking process is
extremely easy: it is sufficient to fill the online form on the Southend airport taxi booking
page.
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Route by private taxi from Southend Airport to
London: about 65 km (41 miles) from the city center

Comparison between different means of
transport

Private Taxi

39£
Train

20£
Bus

12£

1 hour and 20 minutes 1 hour and 30 minutes 2 hours

Available: 24/7, every
day of the year

Available: every 30/60
minutes

Available: every 30/60
minutes

Taxis details Train details Tube details

https://maps.app.goo.gl/y7j72AAkaHUt2i4i8
https://www.taxileader.net/southend-airport-taxi.html?aid=2148
https://www.greateranglia.co.uk/
https://www.nationalexpress.com/en


From Southend Airport to London city center
by Southend airport taxi services

Private taxis offer a high-level of service that often surpasses what public taxis provide,
making the travel experience better for any passenger. Private transfers from Southend
airport to London give priority to the customer’s attention. Passengers receive dedicated
service, allowing them to choose details like pick-up and drop-off locations and time.

Private taxis are well-known for their punctuality: they carefully follow schedules, ensuring
passengers reach their destinations on time. This reliability is a great benefit for business
travelers or those who have to take their flight at the airport. The companies only employ
well-trained and kind drivers, who perfectly know the local area and understand the
importance of providing a pleasant and safe journey for passengers. Also, private taxis
typically offer higher levels of comfort compared to public taxis, since they have a
door-to-door service, whose main characteristic is that passengers are picked up directly
from their chosen location and dropped off at their destination, eliminating the need to
navigate through public transport hubs.

While public taxis have a more important role in urban transportation, private taxi services
shine in offering a premium travel experience that is able to meet specific needs and
preferences. That is why a Southend airport taxi is the most convenient choice among the
many offered.

Prices for a private taxi service
Below, potential customers in the service can find the standard fares for a private taxi from
Southend Airport to London. It is important to note the listed prices serve as estimates,
subject to potential changes depending on the time of day, passenger number, and the
specific vehicle choice made during the booking process.

Prices for a Southend airport taxi
From Southend Airport to the customer's hotel in the city center (up to
4 seats)

The price for a private transfer from Southend Airport starts from 157£
(39£ for each person) for a 4-seater private vehicle.



How the Taxi Service at a fixed price works

1. The customer has access to the service 24/7, any day of the year, whenever they
need it. To make things easier, the travelers can secure their booking in advance, by
completing the online at the Southend airport taxi page. (Continuous availability 24/7)

2. With private taxis, customers have to proceed to the payment at least 24 hours
before their ride. This makes sure the passenger knows the price and does not need
to worry about using cash, which might not be so easy, especially with a different
currency. (Payment in advance)

3. Arriving at Southend Airport, the passenger can enjoy the ease of being picked up
directly inside the airport. Long queues can be avoided as the driver awaits in the
arrivals hall, displaying a sign with the traveler's name. (Convenient airport pick-up)

4. The comfortable journey in a private taxi assures the passenger of a stress-free
experience and a pleasant ride. (Journey comfort)

The advantages of traveling with a private transfer
service

Efficient time management

Business travelers can optimize their schedules with private taxis,
ensuring fast arrivals and departures without time wasted waiting for
public transport. Passengers can schedule their private transfer
according to their itinerary and can tailor their journey by selecting vehicle
types, and routes.

Customized pick-up

The personalized pick-up offers the assurance that the taxi will be
precisely where and when required, contributing to diminish any
uncertainty. Furthermore, the taxi will be precisely where and when
required.
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24/7 availability

For travelers with flights scheduled during late-night hours or the early
morning, a good decision is to opt for the versatility offered by a private
Southend airport taxi service that remains operational around the clock.
This choice provides availability and adaptability.

Fixed price assurance

Fixed pricing ensures that passengers are charged a consistent rate
regardless of traffic conditions or route changes. This allows passengers
to efficiently plan their budget, as they are aware of the exact amount
they need to book the service. Customers can enjoy their journey without
worrying about changing fares, ensuring a stress-free experience.

Useful tips to follow when booking a Southend
airport transfer service

Information

Provide clear information
Providing clear information (such as: number of passengers, number of luggage, destination
address, email, and phone number) during the booking process helps communication
between passengers and drivers, allowing the journey to start quickly and without confusion.

Booking

Book in advance
Booking in advance is a smart choice that offers many benefits for travelers. In fact,
passengers ensure that their transportation is arranged well in advance, allowing them to
avoid problems and uncertainty. This is a useful advantage especially during periods of high
demand or busy travel times, as it guarantees that the Southend airport taxi service will be
readily available to pick them up at their designated location and at the specified time.



Flight changes

Flight delays/cancellations
In situations where flights are subjected to delays or cancellations, informing the driver as
soon as possible becomes very important. Customers can send a message (even by
WhatsApp) to the provided phone number through email or SMS. This ensures that the
driver is aware of the changes and can adjust accordingly.

Punctuality

Arrive on time
Being on time is a polite thing to do when the taxi comes to pick the customer up. It shows
respect for the driver's schedule and helps the passenger reach their destination without any
delay.

Airport taxi from Southend Airport to the heart of London
Trust a punctual and comfortable transfer service, offered by an experienced driver. The

price is fixed and the service is available 24/7, every day of the year.

BOOK NOW A PRIVATE SOUTHEND AIRPORT TAXI

From Southend Airport to the customer's
accommodation in central London by train

For those looking for a transportation solution to get from Southend airport to London city
center, another available option is by train. This service is offered by a company known as
Greater Anglia, that connects the airport to London Liverpool Street station. The train
services provide a direct connection between the airport and the heart of the UK's capital.
The train journey from Southend Airport to London Victoria station includes stops at several
significant stations along the way, including Southend Victoria (it is a crucial stop because it
serves as a major railway station for the town of Southend-on-Sea) and London Liverpool
Street ( it is one of the primary railway stations in central London and serves as the terminus
for this train route). From the final station, passengers can easily access the London
Underground network, connecting them to different parts of London.

The journey time between Southend Airport and London Liverpool Street by train can vary,
depending on many factors, but it typically takes around 1 hour to 1 hour and a half. Even if
the journey can seem long, there are many amenities to make it more comfortable, such as
comfortable seating, Wi-Fi connection, and onboard refreshments. The journey with Greater
Anglia services ends in the heart of London, and from the station, travelers have many
options to arrive at their final destination, such as booking a London airport taxi.
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It is important to always remember that even if the Greater Anglia services serve central
London directly, many passengers still need to get another form of transport to arrive at their
final destination or accommodation. When they arrive at the station, for example, they may
have to choose between bus or subway to get there. This change can be a bit difficult,
especially if they are carrying heavy luggage or have children with them. Also, the best
decision for those traveling with elderly relatives or bringing medium or large pets is to book
a private taxi. Another factor that customers should always keep in their minds is security:
Early morning or late evening risks are higher than at any other time during the day, so it is
advisable to book a private transfer from Southend Airport to avoid any possible dangers.

Map of the route on the Greater Anglia train from the
airport to London Liverpool Street station

General information

01 Greater Anglia schedule and frequency
The Greater Anglia train service runs approximately every 30 to 60 minutes during peak
hours and every 30 to 60 minutes. The service usually operates from early morning, starting
at 5 AM, to late evening, with the last trains departing around midnight.

02 Train ticket price
The ticket prices can vary based on the type of ticket, class of travel, and whether the
passenger is purchasing a single or return ticket. Anyway, a standard ticket costs around
22£ for each person.



03 Where to purchase tickets
Tickets for the Greater Anglia train service can be purchased from various sources. These
include the official Greater Anglia website, train station ticket counters, automated ticket
machines, and third-party ticket retailers.

The advantages of traveling with the Greater Anglia
train service

Central arriving location

Arriving at London Liverpool Street station, passengers are in a central
and well-connected part of London. This strategic location offers easy
access to various attractions, important neighborhoods, and
transportation options.

Varied schedules

The Greater Anglia train service typically operates with a range of
departure times. Passengers can choose the time that suits their itinerary
better, allowing flexibility in planning their journeys.

Environmental benefits

Nowadays, an increasingly important factor for many travelers is the
environmental impact of their transportation choices. The Greater Anglia
train aligns with eco-conscious values by offering a more sustainable
mode of transportation. Trains are known for their energy efficiency and
lower carbon emissions compared to other modes of travel, contributing
to a greener way of getting from Southend Airport to London city center.

Stress-free travel

With its efficient route, Greater Anglia provides a stress-free travel option,
since passengers can relax, work, or engage in leisure activities during
the journey without worrying about traffic congestion or navigating
unfamiliar roads.



Accessibility

Another advantage is the dedication to providing accessible travel
options. The service is designed to accommodate the needs of a diverse
range of passengers, including those with reduced mobility. This
inclusivity ensures that everyone can access the comfort of train travel.

Useful tips for using the Greater Anglia train service

Punctuality

Arrive early and be prepared
Travelers are advised to arrive at the station a bit earlier than the scheduled departure time.
This practice allows them to locate the correct platform, settle comfortably, and board the
train without any rush.

Respect

Respect the other passengers
Travelers are kindly asked to respect the other passengers during their journey on Greater
Anglia trains. Demonstrating awareness of noise levels and their impact on others is a
thoughtful gesture that can significantly make the overall travel experience much better.
Respecting personal space guarantees harmony and comfort for everyone on board.

Cleanliness

Maintain clean
All passengers should participate in the effort to maintain the train clean during their travel
with Greater Anglia, as a sign of respect.

Private airport taxi from Southend to the London's heart
Trust a professional and punctual service, offered by an experienced driver. The price is

fixed and the service is available 24/7, every day of the year.

BOOK NOW A SOUTHEND AIRPORT TAXI TRANSFER
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From Southend Airport to central London by
bus
Embarking on a journey from Southend Airport to the heart of London's city center is offered
by the National Express bus service. With a strong reputation as a reliable transportation
provider, the company represents a comfortable way to make the transition from the airport
to the capital’s heart. The National Express bus not only ensures a fast ride but also serves
as an economical solution for travelers. This affordability makes it an attractive choice for
those who need to respect their budget.

Route by bus from Southend Airport to London City
center

Essential information

01 Journey time by bus
The journey time for the National Express bus service from Southend Airport to London's city
center may vary depending on factors such as traffic conditions and any intermediate stops.
On average, it usually takes around 1 hour and a half to 2 hours and a half.

02 National Express schedule
National Express typically offers a frequent service that operates with a schedule designed
to meet different travel preferences, and buses may depart approximately every hour during
the day. The service usually is available from early in the morning, and continues to be
operational until late evening..

https://www.nationalexpress.com/en
https://maps.app.goo.gl/rS8MmRUHy8xEJLHV7


03 Ticket prices and purchase options
National Express represents a quite affordable option if compared to other alternatives, since
the ticket price is around 12£. Additionally, tickets can be purchased online, at designated
ticket offices, and kiosks.

The advantages of opting for the National Express
bus service

Scenic views and relaxation

Unlike other modes of transportation, such as trains or planes, the National
Express bus journey gifts travelers with a unique opportunity to see the
ever-changing panoramas of the English countryside and the urban
landscapes that unfold along the route. This immersive experience offers the
chance to passengers to relax.

Flexible booking and convenience

The National Express gives priority to the convenience of its passengers
by offering flexible booking options. With the possibility of purchasing the
ticket online, travelers can easily secure their seats. This avoids the need
to visit physical ticket offices.

Direct connectivity

With the National Express, the journey from Southend Airport to London's
city center is straightforward and fast, offering a direct connection. By
eliminating the hassle of multiple transfers, this bus service gives travelers a
direct route, allowing them to reach their destination with ease.

Flexible travel plans

The National Express recognizes that travel plans can sometimes be
unpredictable. That is why travelers often have the option to modify their
travel dates.



Useful advices when using the National Express bus
service

Planning

Plan ahead for a smooth journey
Travelers are advised to plan ahead to optimize their experience. Prior to departure,
thorough research into routes, schedules, and departure times via the National Express
website or mobile app is advised.

Booking and seats

Secure seats through advance booking
Opting for advance ticket booking is the best decision, since it guarantees seats for
travelers. Especially during peak travel seasons or busy periods, booking in advance
ensures a preferred departure time and simplifies travel arrangements.

Punctuality

Arrive early for optimal boarding
Travelers are recommended to arrive at the bus stop ahead of the departure time.

Questions and Answers regarding the comparison
among different mode of transportation from
Southend airport to London city center

What is the distance from Southend airport to London city
center?

Southend Airport is located about 65 kilometers (41 miles) east of Central
London, in Rochford, Essex.

What is the fastest travel option?

The fastest option for those who want to quickly reach London city center
from Southend airport is the train service offered by the company Greater
Anglia. In fact, the travel time is around 1 hour and a half.



What is the cheapest transport option?

For those that have to respect a budget or prefer a more affordable
option, the best choice is to book a ride with the National Express bus
service, whose ticket costs around 12£ for each person.

What is the most convenient travel option?

The most convenient choice, under many points of view, is the Southend
airport taxi, that can be booked in advance online at the dedicated page.
A private vehicle is able to offer a professional and experienced driver
that is able to bring the customer to their destination on time.

Transport from Southend to your accommodation in
the centre of London

Southend Airport Taxi
Trust a professional and punctual service, offered by an experienced driver. The price is

fixed and the service is available 24/7, every day of the year.

BOOK A PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM SOUTHEND AIRPORT
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